Activity: Magic Wallet Trick
You will need
Long strip of card or stiff paper 42cm x 15cm
Print of 2 x Beaver faces below
2 small strips of paper 8cm x 5cm
Glue stick / colouring pens / scissors
For the trick draw a £5 note on a piece of paper

Instructions
Fold the long piece of card into 3 to make a Z shape. Put it in front of you so the
uppermost piece opens like a book. Stick one of the Beaver faces on to the front
cover. Turn the whole card over so the other side now opens like a book and stick
the other Beaver face on that cover. Make a small mark on one of the Beaver faces
just big enough for you to know one is plain & one has a small mark (you will need
this for doing the trick). Take the 2 small strips of paper and glue down 2 short
sides & one long side. Open the ‘book’ & place one strip at the bottom of the page
to form a small pocket. Turn it over and do the same the other side. Watch the
video for clearer instructions.
To do the trick. Hold the magic wallet & ask someone for a £5 note & tell them you
can make it disappear! Put the money in the pocket & close the wallet. Be sure to
check the Beaver face on the front does not have a mark. Hold the wallet & say
‘abracadabra!’ and as you say it turn the wallet around so the Beaver face on the
front is the one with the mark. Open the wallet & hey presto the money has
disappeared! Close it & say ‘abracadabra!’ again to make it reappear by turning it
round again!
See video below to find out how to do the magic wallet trick & learn how to make
your own trick https://vimeo.com/660701045

Risk Assessment
Who is at risk?
What are the risks?
How can the risks
be minimized?

Beavers
Cuts
Use child safety scissors
Adequate adult supervision

